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Abstract—Multi-view video coding is becoming a very active 
research topic, as multi-view video system provides the 
interactive feature which makes viewers experience the free 
viewpoint navigation within the range covered by the shooting 
cameras compared with the traditional single view video. 
Multi-view Video Coding aims at compressing the redundancy 
between views besides temporal correlations within each view. 
Rapid view random access is a basic requirement for multi-
view video communication. Though inter-view prediction 
enhances the coding efficiency, it limits the rapid view random 
access capability. In this paper, we propose three approaches 
to provide low-delay view random access capability while 
keeping the high rate-distortion performance. The proposed 
techniques, including SP/SI frame coding, interleaved view 
coding and secondary representation coding, vastly reduce the 
decoding delays while view random access occurs and greatly 
improve the ability of switching between views. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Multi-view video is a 3-D extension of the traditional mono-
view video. The ideal multi-view video system allows 
viewers to navigate freely within a visual scene to change 
their viewpoint and view direction and thus, offers an 
interactive look-around capability. With these features it will 
be used for new media services, such as entertainment, 
education, surveillance, 3D-TV (3D television), and Free 
Viewpoint Video (FVV) communication [1]. The available 
and emerging technologies for modeling, coding, and 
rendering of dynamic real world scenes for these interactive 
applications have been reviewed at the convergence point of 
computer graphics, computer vision, and classical media in 
[2]. To be able to transmit these tremendous video sequences 
with available bandwidth, high efficiency data compression 
technique is needed. So far, some related work has been 
done on Multi-view Video Coding (MVC). The compression 
of multi-view video aiming at exploiting inter-view 
redundancy due to high correlation between the multiple 
views was done by Michael.E at first [3]. Recently, different 
coding structures were proposed to exploit both temporal and 
view redundancies in response to the Call for Proposal on 

MVC in 3DAV group of the MPEG community and these 
results show that higher coding performance is able to be 
achieved by inter-view prediction compared with 
independent coding of all views [4]. 

Though the compression efficiency is very important, the 
interactive feature of multi-view video requires the ability to 
randomly access to different views. Random access is a 
desirable feature in video communication. Some work to 
enhance the random access ability in streaming has been 
done by [5, 6, 7], which are very helpful to flexible video 
streaming. Most multi-view video coding schemes 
established on traditional block-based hybrid coding utilize 
inter-view prediction to enhance the coding efficiency, but 
inter-view prediction introduces the dependencies between 
views which limit the interactivities from one view to 
another. The general multi-view coding structure is shown in 
Figure 1. In the figure, at time instant T0 and TN, view 
dimension coding is used and the reconstructed view 
sequence images are used as reference images for coding 
each view with temporal prediction and inter-view 
prediction. There exists a trade-off between compression 
efficiency and random access ability in MVC.  

In [8], the author proposed an approach based on Wyner-
ziv coding to provide random access abilities for multi-view 
light field coding, but the compression performance is not 
perfectly satisfied because of the low efficiency of Wyner-
ziv coding compared with MPEG/AVC coding. In [9], the 
authors proposed a multi-view coding method with easy 
random access, but the method is based on dynamic 3D point 
clouds and it uses the different data representation which is 
not suitable for MVC based on traditional block-based 
compression for natural video.  

In this paper, we propose three approaches to reduce the 
view random access delay while keeping a high coding 
efficiency. The first technique is introducing the new picture 
type – SP/SI frame in view dimension. SP/SI frame can 
reduce the minimal decoding frames when switching 
between views. The second method regulates view 
prediction structure via an interleaved view coding way to 
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truncate the long prediction dependency in view direction 
when view number is very large. The third approach 
describes the coding images by multiple representations in 
order to attain flexible random access. The secondary 
representation corresponds to different residual and disparity 
information for different reference picture. We also code the 
mismatch signal to decrease the mismatch effect introduced 
by different reconstruction of the same image while view 
random access occurs. The first and third methods emphasize 
particularly on accessorial coding to solve low-delay random 
access and the second approach mitigates random access 
delay from prediction structure.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section II discusses the random access evaluation aspect in 
MVC and Section III describes the proposed three 
approaches to increase the view random access capability 
while providing graceful rate-distortion performance. 
Experimental result and analysis will be provided in Section 
IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.  

 

Figure 1.   The general multi-view structure (8 views, N is the temporal 
GOP length) 

II. VIEW RANDOM ACCESS EVALUATION ASPECT IN 
EXISTING MVC SOLUTIONS 

In independent coding of all views, the view access 
aspect is very easy to cope with by just quitting decoding the 
current view and accessing the key frames of another view, 
which are independently compressed without temporal 
prediction, such as I frames. However, In MVC scheme [10], 
it has to tolerate the long delay to access a random frame 
because the dependency by multiple references including 
additional inter-view references. In MVC based on 
hierarchical B frames, the random access ability is evaluated 
by the maximal delayed frames which have to be decoded 
when accessing any frame in one GoGOP (one GOP of all 
views). For accessing any frame within a GoGOP, the 
maximum delayed frame number basically depend on the 
level, the view number and the temporal GOP length [10]. 
The view random access means accessing a frame in a given 
view with minimal decoding of frames in the view 

dimension. For example in Figure 1, to access the view V7, 
delayed frames are 8 frames (including V0T0, V2T0, V4T0, 
V6T0, V0TN, V2TN, V4TN and V6TN).The view number 
has a great impact on view random access ability. The view 
random access capability reduces gradually when view 
number increases. Though the random access points are 
irregularly distributed, the maximal delayed frames 
corresponding to accessing any view within a GoGOP is 
usually used as the evaluation criterion of view random 
access ability. For example, in Figure 1, the minimal delayed 
frames are 0, 4, 2, 6, 4, 8, 6, 8, each corresponding to 
accessing the view from V0 to V7 and the view random 
access cost in this coding structure is represented by the 
maximal number 8. 

III. LOW-DELAY VIEW RANDOM ACCESS FOR MVC 

A. Low-delay View Random Access using SP/SI frames 
It is well known that I-frames could be used for the 

purpose of switching between views. However, more I 
frames require more bits to support the rapid random access 
between views. In existing MVC solutions, inter-view 
prediction is adopted between views and at the positions of 
anchor frames (such as Fig.1 T0, TN) the view sequence 
coding is used in the view dimension. Since the view 
sequence coding has replaced Intra frame coding, it has a 
strong impact on view random access. SP/SI frames are 
adopted in H.264/AVC to provide random access in video 
streaming. The main virtue is that SP/SI frames can allow 
reconstruction of specific exact sample values, even when 
using different reference pictures in the prediction process. 
For low-delay view random access in view direction, we 
introduce a secondary bitstream using SP/SI frames for 
viewpoint switching in MVC scheme. It is shown in Figure 2 
(16 views). According to the criterion which computes the 
random access cost from Section II, when view random 
access occurs, the max delay could be reduced by 12 frames. 

 

Figure 2.  MVC scheme using SP/SI frames (16 views) 
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B. Low-delay View Random Access using Interleaved View 
Coding 
The deteriorated random access ability in MVC 

compared with mono view coding is due to the more 
dependencies introduced by inter-view prediction. To avoid 
the long dependency in view direction, we code a view 
sequence at a time instant (such as T0, TN in Figure 1) into 
several subsequences which share one Intra frame. The 
interleaved subsequence can be individually decoded 
starting from the shared key frame (I frame). The 
interleaving could be processed at regular intervals and it is 
also taken at random intervals. The regular interleaving is 
shown in Figure 3. Different interleaving brings on different 
view random cost. In Figure 3 the view random access cost 
is reduced by 8 frames compared with original coding.  
 

 
Figure 3.  Interleaved view coding structure (16 views) 

C.  Low-delay View Random Access using Secondary 
Representation Coding 
In video decoding, if the decoder wants to decode one 

frame it has to receive the images which provide the 
reference for the current compressed frame. So, if the 
referred images are not available, the server must send these 
images to decode the current frame. When random access 
occurs, the sending frames for decoding reference bring 
excessive redundant rates. An efficient solution to solve this 
problem can be that the decoding frame is predicted from 
available frames at the decoder. The available frame is not 
definite in the decoder. It is supposed that we could receive 
N-1 frames (N is GOP length), that is to say, we have N-1 
prediction images for coding one image and we have to code 
the N-1 representations which are predicted from different 
N-1 reference images for the image (excluding multiple 
references). Thus we could have different N-1 encoded 
image representations stored at the server and send the 
appropriate one when random access occurs. The excessive 
representations bring on great waste of server space when 
random access does not occur. To keep the balance of server 

space and random access ability, we just consider one 
secondary representation which is predicted from Intra frame 
within one GOP for each frame. Generally, there is an Intra 
frame within one GOP. If cross-GOP coding mode is 
adopted, there exist two Intra frames which could be used for 
coding the secondary representation for each frame in a GOP. 
In this situation the nearest Intra frame from the current 
frame to be coded is utilized for coding the secondary 
representation. Though the secondary representation coding 
provides easy random access, it brings the “mismatch” 
problem introduced by different reconstruction of current 
frame due to different predictor. Mismatch elimination and 
control is a primary technical challenge for multiple 
representations coding. 

1) Secondary representation coding with low-delay view 
random access for MVC 

For improving view random access capability which can 
locate the demanding view rapidly, we encode the view 
sequence by two representations in view dimension at anchor 
frame positions, such as T0, TN in Figure 1. At the position 
of P frame, the picture is encoded by two representations 
including primary P picture representation and secondary 
representation with mismatch signal, as shown in Figure 4. 
When random access occurs, secondary representations 
would be sent to the decoder to rapidly decode the following 
pictures. The view random access cost would de reduced by 
12 frames at view direction. In this scheme, it is different 
from the above approaches that the rate-distortion 
performance of primary representation coding would be 
affected only if view random access takes place. Because of 
the reconstruction mismatch effect, rate-distortion 
performance of the following frames within the GOP would 
become worse, so the mismatch coding is the key problem 
for this scheme. 

 

Figure 4.  MVC using secondary representation coding (16 views) 

2) Mismatch coding 
The secondary representation brings the different 

decoding state from the primary representation. Mismatch 
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will occur whenever the state used for prediction at the 
encoder and decoder does not match. The drift due to 
mismatch in one frame will propagate into subsequent 
frames, and the resulting increasing drifting as a function of 
time may become disturbing. The reconstruction distortion 
for the two decoding states are .1,0),(~)()(, =−= itXtXtD iir

 

)(0, tDr
defines the primary representation distortion and )(1, tD r

 
defines secondary representation distortion. )(tX  and )(~ tX i

 
respectively define the original picture and the reconstruction 
picture. The mismatch signal is )()( 1,0, tDtDD rrmis −= . Mismatch 
coding has two strategies [11] indicating full mismatch 
coding and partial mismatch coding. Full mismatch coding 
means that mismatch signal is encoded by lossless encoder 
and it can eliminate the mismatch fully by additional vast 
bits. At most situation partial mismatch coding minimizes 
the mismatch signal by a quantizer Q which is generally 
equal or coarser than the quantizer used to send the 
prediction error signal. By changing Q, the coding rate and 
distortion could be properly adjusted according to the 
network channel. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
In order to investigate the effect of the proposed 

approaches, we do some MVC experiments based on 
H.264/AVC codec with the sequence “Rena”, which consists 
of 16 views captured by Tanimoto Laboratory of Nagoya 
University. In each view, 16 frames are encoded. The coding 
condition is shown in Table I. The comparison curves of 
coding performance are shown in Figure 5 and MVC means 
the original coding without view random access. The coding 
performances of the proposed methods, which provide low-
delay view random access, are better than that of Simulcast. 
The performance of SP/SI frame coding in Figure 5 is shown 
without view switching and its rate does not include SI 
frames. SP frame coding degrades its compression efficiency 
in comparison with a normal P picture. The approach with 
the best coding performance of the three methods is 
interleaved view coding (IVC), but this method brings 
inferior view random access capability to the other two 
methods. In Figure 5, secondary representation coding (SRC) 
is implemented with partial mismatch coding and view 
random switching are respectively executed once and twice 
(MVC_SRC_1 and MVC_SRC_2 in Figure 5). It is 
noticeable in the simulation that SRC brings higher rate-
distortion performance at low random access times and the 
rate-distortion performance keeps on dropping with the 
increasing random access times. Because the mismatch 
coding is able to compensate the mismatch drifting, the 
quality of the reconstructed video is preserved well. 

V. CONCLUSION  
In this paper we have proposed three approaches, which 

are SP/SI frame coding, interleaved view sequence coding 
and secondary representation coding, to enhance the view 
random access ability in MVC. It is illustrated by 

experimental result that the proposed three coding schemes 
ameliorate the view random access capability with the 
graceful coding performance. The proposed approaches 
strength not only the view random access, but also the 
overall random access including view and temporal random 
access. In future work we will investigate the effect of the 
proposed techniques to the overall random access in MVC. 
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TABLE I.  THE CODING CONDITION FOR RENA SEQUENCE. 

Basis QP 23，28，33 
Entropy coding CABAC 

Prediction structure Hierarchical B pictures 
RD optimization Yes 

Direct mode Spatial 
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Figure 5.  Rate-distortion performance of proposed approaches 
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